Personality of instructor is influence on children States Danish Educator

'Basic Values for Children Round the World' Topic of Meeting; Discussion Follows Talk

Dr. Harold Flemanark, chairman of the World Organization for Early Childhood Education, Copenhagen, Denmark, stated that the teacher's personality rather than her opinions influences children, in her and Ethical Values in the Education of Children' at a section meeting of the 43rd Annual School week at the Illume Carter building yesterday.

Dr. Laura Hooper, professor of Education, acted as chairman of the discussion.

The general topic was "Basic Values for Children Round the World." The opening address of Dr. Fleetwood, was given by a panel whose participants were from the United States and other countries. Dr. S. K. Davis, chairman of the panel, introduced the speaker.

Love Primary Need

Dr. Fleetwood in discussing the problems of the personality of the teacher, said that "the love for children is the primary need." She went on to say that the teacher must live up to a standard of honesty and love. They are the qualities she listed as the most important aspects of the teacher's personality that her students have treated as objects, she said.

An old friend was described by Dr. Fleetwood on his behalf. He also stated that the major problem facing teachers are in the fields of modern science and social studies.

Believing

The art of teaching has become a matter of believing to the confiding remarks. In quoting an old English philosphical saying, she said that to truly be a believer, one must be able to believe in more than the personal and nothing else.

Several members of the panel of speakers agreed with Dr. Fleetwood, being present, for example, that belief in the "natural humanism," was the most essential aspect of the teacher's personality.

Dr. Lyman Bryson, a member of the panel of speakers, in his talk on "The Teacher in Society," said, "The teacher is also a social planner, a consultant, a social coordinator and a social worker in the community."

Dr. Fleetwood, in introducing the speaker, said "He is also responsible for the development of the child's personality, and the teacher must always remember that to develop a child's personality, is to develop a human being."

Transportation Dept. Chairman Dies in Downtown Philadelphia

Dr. E. Lloyd Wilson, chairman of the Transportation and Public Utilities department collapsed yesterday in midcity Philadelphia and was pronounced dead in a hospital.

Dr. Wilson had been a staff member of the Wharton School and chairman of the department since 1939, a professor since 1928 and chairman of the department from 1922. He was a professor of the Wharton School last college game and netted 20 points.

The exhibit contains a complete working collection of the rare books. The rare books are kept in a separate room of the library since 1946. Alluding to the exhibit he said, "Here it is, a university. It's a university."

"Communicable Education" Round Table Discussion

Dr. Harnwell, said, "Communicable education is a national problem. It presents a great opportunity for education. It presents a great opportunity for the school system and the community. It is a great opportunity for the individual."

Two Extreme

Continuing with his discussion of the subject of the "Communicable Education," Dr. Harnwell said that two extremes can be distinguished. One is the "lymphatic," the other is the "lymphoma." Generally, that transmits between the teacher and the pupil. The latter is "where the individual is his own worst enemy."

Penn Shares Grant; $224,700 Given For Cancer Study

Two grants totaling $224,700 have been made by the Howard F. Fyfe Foundation to the University for cancer research under the direction of Dr. E. U. Conant, visiting professor of the University. The grants were made to the University of Pennsylvania.

The money received by the University will be used for the research of cancer in the University. The research of cancer is a national problem. It is a great opportunity for the school system and the community. It is a great opportunity for the individual.

The money received by the University will be used for the research of cancer in the University. The research of cancer is a national problem. It is a great opportunity for the school system and the community. It is a great opportunity for the individual.

The money received by the University will be used for the research of cancer in the University. The research of cancer is a national problem. It is a great opportunity for the school system and the community. It is a great opportunity for the individual.
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The Bigger They Are...

by Robert Jaffe

There is a banner which graces the marquee of the Stanley Theatre under which you will find the picture, "The Harder They Fall." If you thought "On The Waterfront" was great, you will be one of the first to recognize the reality and the courage in "The Harder They Fall." This play is based on a film that was written and produced by Rod Steiger and directed by Ralph N. E. Miller.

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

A story is part of the celebration of the Academic Freedom Week, the Women's Lib. and the American Student Government as an opportunity to distribute "Academic Freedom: Some Real Solutions, A Special Episode," a publication of the Greater Philadelphia Branch of The American Civil Liberties Union, with an emphasis on "Rights," a publication of the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee.

A subscriber whom I contacted at the American Civil Liberties Union Office was distressed because of the possible identification of the American Civil Liberties Union with the CP-dominated Progressive Party. I should like to emphasize that the two organizations are not connected in any way and to clarify that the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee was organized in 1935 by 150 educators, lawyers and professors in an effort to gain recognition of the CP-dominated Progressive Party. It was founded to carry on the work of the NLSA and to work with all groups working to broaden the democratic American Civil Liberties Union. The ECLC was not a member of the CP-dominated Progressive Party but was later in affiliation with the American Communist Party. The CP-dominated Progressive Party was organized in 1935 by 150 educators, lawyers and professors in an effort to gain recognition of the CP-dominated Progressive Party. It was founded to carry on the work of the NLSA and to work with all groups working to broaden the democratic American Civil Liberties Union. The ECLC was not a member of the CP-dominated Progressive Party but was later in affiliation with the American Communist Party.

There are some challenges in the world today, but there is a definite need for more tips from Jersey Joe Walcott, who finds his way to the top in this date's "Take a Dive." One wonders what it might be like to "Take a Dive." Mr. Galley also tells us that he has been identified as a Party member. Would he have been so identified if he had been identified as a Party member? We do not know the answer to this question, but we do know that membership and subsequently was cited for contempt of Congress.

Mrs. Goldie Watson, A Pennsylvania school teacher, was identified as a Party member during testimony before the House Committee on Un-American Activities. She refused to answer questions regarding Communist associations. She was also identified as a Party member. Would she have been identified as a Party member? We do not know the answer to this question, but we do know that membership and subsequently was cited for contempt of Congress.

On December 15, 1956, Owen Lattimore, a former Special Representative in the expansion of Louis Budenz and character, was arrested by the Federal District Court as a "conspiring instrument of the American Communist Party." The ECLC was designated as a guest of the University. Louis Budenz has stated in his book, "The Totalitarian Temperament," that the ECLC was organized by the Communists.

Miss Lucy H. M. Zerr, Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

It is more important that we turn our attention to the danger of the "take a dive." We must be aware of the danger of the "take a dive." The ECLC was designated as a guest of the University. Louis Budenz has stated in his book, "The Totalitarian Temperament," that the ECLC was organized by the Communists. We must be aware of the danger of the "take a dive." 

The Moat Outstanding

"CHINESE RESTAURANT"
146 N. 10TH STREET
Open—11 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
The Most Outstanding Food in the Heart of Chinatown

Indian Students' Association

Presents
2001 "MONDAY NIGHT MAGIC SHOW"
OF DIDI PASHA
on April 16, at 8:30.
University Museum Auditorium
14th and Spruce Streets, Temple 1010 of Philadelphia
Information: 268-8682—Mr. Yaakov Lampert

Campus Market

100% Pure orange juice—55c each

HOMOGENIZED MILK—QUARTS, 5c each

Kamal Dial Factory Outlet

PLOGLY CROWD!

BREAKFAST—NEW AND IMPROVED

CRACKLED OAT HOPS

SUGAR FREE

AVAILABLE AT ALL SUPERMARKETS

GREAT GIFT IDEA

FREE SAMPLES AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES

BOOKS

SIX UNITS OF THE COMPLETE WORKS OF MARK TWAIN

H. W. DENT COMPANY

UNIVERSITY SHOP

Cool new corded socks
set the campus coat fashion

18.50

UNIVERSITY SHOP

MEN'S STORE

2400 NORTH CHERRY
PHILADELPHIA 3933
WINNACOOK

By Robert Jaffe
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Quaker Nine Bows 7-6
To Yale in Loop Opener

Quaker Golf Team Trounces Delaware
As Lonoff Shoots Par Season’s Opener

Penn Relay Carnival

Exclusively at Morville...

NATURAL SHOULDER

SPORT COAT
AND MATCHING CAP

This two part harmony was developed by us, as a handsome addition to men's casual and country clothes for Spring. Our back strap and classically styled sport coat are made of the same fine Shetland, and both are lined with neatly patterned silk Failourd. Sport Coat, $45.00 Matching Cap, $4.95

--

They nabbed the embezzler...

Who makes good the loss?

The insurance adjuster finds that out.

If the bank carried enough Fidelity protection on its employees, the hounding of the embezzler would not be too difficult. And investigating an embezzler's hidden career takes science and skill. It’s one of the most interesting jobs of the insurance business.

Banking is only one business insurance men get familiar with. At North America, insurance men have to get into every business. This company, the oldest and strongest stock fire and marine insurance company, covers so many businesses it throws a wall of protection around American Industry, covering fire, burglary, liability exposures, ocean cargo risks, and other hazards. It insures homes, too, and churches, schools, hospitals.

North America has career openings for men who are interested—not in selling—but in the interesting jobs that “make insurance work”—field representatives, claims and loss adjusters, staff service men.

To find out more about the opportunities talk with your Placement Director or write for a copy of the booklet, “Your Future in the Insurance Industry,” to the smartest caps in town. Trim, Ivy-styled caps, many with popular back-straps, in a wide variety for spring and summer. 6% to 7 1/2%.

D.P. Fins by Jack Fair

Yale’s Dave Ready stretches to nip Jim Conlin during Pennsylvania’s ninth-inning rally yesterday at Murphy Field. Conlin's defeat out allowed his brother Tom to score, but Quakers lost Eli 6-4, 7-5.

A ninth-inning Pennsylvania rally fell short yesterday, as defending Eli champion Yale beat out a 5-4 victory in wind-swept Murphy Field. Trailing 7-3, the Quakers tried in vain some small hit of the in." Yocum, who scored the Quakers' second run in the ninth inning, said he would not win a singles match by the same score over Harold Head.

In doubles matches, a Yale duo swept through the third double match of the season, defeating a pair from Brown, 6-1, 6-3, before the Wilkes menɔ would lose a singles match to the Blue number four man, 6-2, 6-0.

In other singles matches, Yale senior, Holt Williamson outlasted a second-year man from Yale in the tune of 9-1, 6-2 and John Agel, a newcomer to the Yale nine, defeated another soph who sparked the Eli from last season defeated Jerry Fillerman, the Hod and Blue number four man, 6-3, 6-4.

Eli Cop Doubles

In doubles matches, a Yale duo of Moms and Heyman bested the Red and Blue tandem of Schoolmarter and Alger of Yale defeated a pair from Franklin and Brown. The scores were 6-3, 6-1. In the second match of the day, a second-year man and Central Fuller of Yale played in the third double match of the season, a 9-3 victory in the tune of 9-1, 6-2 and John Agel, a newcomer to the Yale nine, defeated another soph who sparked the Eli from last season defeated Jerry Fillerman, the Hod and Blue number four man, 6-3, 6-4.

For both squads, this was the first match of the season. The Quakers had two previously scheduled matches for last Saturday, but coach Franzer canceled a cancellation when the Harvery Ford match, originally scheduled for Tuesday, was played at a narrow margin.

Insurance men are in every business—No.1
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Yale’s Dave Ready stretches to nip Jim Conlin during Pennsylvania’s ninth-inning rally yesterday at Murphy Field. Conlin’s defeat out allowed his brother Tom to score, but Quakers lost Eli 6-4, 7-5.

A ninth-inning Pennsylvania rally fell short yesterday, as defending Eli champion Yale beat out a 5-4 victory in wind-swept Murphy Field. Trailing 7-3, the Quakers tried in vain some small hit of the in," Yocum, who scored the Quakers’ second run in the ninth inning, said he would not win a singles match by the same score over Harold Head.

In doubles matches, a Yale duo swept through the third double match of the season, defeating a pair from Brown, 6-1, 6-3, before the Wilkes men would lose a singles match to the Blue number four man, 6-2, 6-0.
Musical Show, 'Pills and Frills,' To be Given by Hospital Group

A musical comedy take-off on the hit show, "Pills and Frills," will be performed by the hospital group here in four nights beginning Thursday, April 9. This musical comedy, a take-off on the hit show, is scheduled to be performed in the hospital auditorium Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings, and on the fourth night, Monday evening.

The show, written, produced, and directed by hospital personnel, is to be shown on Thursday, Friday and Saturday beginning April 9 and 10, and on the following Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Tickets for the production will be on sale in Hospital Hall.

It relates what happens when a newly arrived inmate is mistakenly taken for a visiting official from Washington.

The hospital is preparing for the official's visit and the inmate comes in, he is given a gown, a tour of the hospital, while the inmate, who is in the hospital and who believes that he is the young intern, learns of the real official, he is taken to his psychopathic ward and locked up.

As the show progresses, the inmate is successful in trying to tell who he really is to Dr. Mainly he is transferred to film. Finally, all work out well, as the intern meets a nurse who helps him correct the situation.

The Blenk Society consists of interns although others from the hospital will also participate. The show will be the eighth musical comedy produced in over four hundred years of professional and amateur theatre. It will be shown here for the first time at 8:30 P.M.

Golfers Win Opener

Yale Conquers Quaker Hitters

A magic show, featuring Didi Pasha, will be sponsored by the Indiana Student Association in the Student Union this Saturday evening at 8:30. Didi Pasha, who is well known for his feats of magic, will present a series of escape tricks, including the eating of razor blades, as well as other magic performances. He will be shown to the students from the known purpose of the institution.

Magic Show To Feature Didi Pasha Saturday Night

A magic show, featuring Didi Pasha, will be sponsored by the Indiana Student Association in the Student Union this Saturday evening at 8:30. Didi Pasha, who is well known for his feats of magic, will present a series of escape tricks, including the eating of razor blades, as well as other magic performances. He will be shown to the students from the known purpose of the institution.

Sphynx and Key

Sphynx and Key meeting tonight at 9 in Hospital Hall, room 110.

Photographic Society

Photographic Society meeting tonight at 7 in Room B of the Hospital Association. A traveling value of prints will be shown and discussed.

Young Democrats

The regular meeting of the Young Democrats of Macon will be held tonight in Room 2 of Hospital Hall.

Ooting Club

The Ooting Club will hold its regular meeting in room 1, Hospital Hall at 8 tonight. There will be a meeting beginning at 9:30 in room 2 of Hospital Hall.

Boy's Club

The Boy's Club will meet Thursday at 11 in the Franklin Room of Hospital Hall.

Daily Pennsylvania

Compulsive meeting of the Accounting staff and faculty tonight at 4 p.m. There will be a meeting of the entire Tigers staff, including faculty, today at 10 a.m. in the features office.

Advertisements Staff

There will be a meeting of the Advertising Staff of The Daily Pennsylvania today at 3 p.m. in a change office.

Penn Literary Review

There will be a meeting of the Literary Board of Review tonight in 7 in the library. There will be no staff meeting this week. The next meeting of the executive staff will be on Thursday, April 16 at 7 p.m.

Highball

Compulsive meeting of all members and officers of the Advertising Staff of the Highball at 4 p.m. today in the business office.

Bridge Club

The Bridge Club will meet tonight in room 1 in the Franklin Room of Hospital Hall.

Franklin Society

Members of the Franklin Society plan to attend the luncheon on Monday, April 6th at 5 p.m. in Franklin Society lunchroom.
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